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Cable Caddy X
Product number:   40110060 
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The Cable Unwinder Cable Caddy X is the ideal tool for unwinding wires and cables vertically on cable reels. This
means that the cables do not twist on themselves. This saves extra effort when laying cables and protects the
material from unnecessary damage.
The vertical mode of use means that the Cable Caddy X cable unwinder can also be used with damaged cable reels
without any problems.

Compact design - secure stand

Thanks to its sophisticated design, the CableCaddy X has a secure footing - even when unwinding larger cable reels
or pulling the cable a little harder
Dimensions: 305 x 305 x 118 (mm)

Ball bearing support rollers
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Our carrying rollers are particularly stable and durable, as these are equipped with one ball bearing on each side,
which are firmly screwed to the base plate.
These carrying rollers are used exclusively for the Cable Caddy X.

Mechanically attached rubber feet

The rubber feet of our cable caddy are not glued, but mechanically attached.
This ensures a firm grip at all times, even on slippery industrial floors.
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